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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the reliability of Random Early
Detection (RED) gateway. For the RED buffer behavior a new model
based on Markov chains is offered. The reliability of RED gateway is
defined by an average rate of accepted packets. We examine the impact of
RED tuning on the reliability by taking into account stick-slip nature of
traffic intensity. The goal of the proposed model is to improve RED buffer
management by using a technique of traffic intensity change detection.

1 Introduction

Congestion occurs on a communication link whenever the amount of traffic in-
jected on that link exceeds its capacity. This excessive traffic causes queueing
delays of packets based on buffer fill up, and in extreme cases packets are lost due
to buffer overflow. To avoid such a extreme situation effectively, IETF has rec-
ommended Random Early Detection (RED) as the default queue management
scheme for the next generation Internet gateways [1].

The RED mechanism is first described in [2]. The basic idea of RED is that
a gateway employing RED detects congestion earlier by computing the average
queue length and drops randomly the packets in buffer if the computed length
remains between minimum and maximum thresholds configured manually by
network administrators. Although RED has some merits points, the selection
of optimal values on parameters is still an open issue according to network
and traffic situation. Moreover, it is shown that a static RED cannot provide
better results than tail drop in general [3]. Thus, a dynamic RED mechanism
is the recent focus of investigations. We present our vision of dynamic RED
implementation and RED schema quality in this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
basic notation and proposed reliability modelling approach. For the RED buffer
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behavior a new model based on Markov chains is offered. The reliability of RED
gateway is defined by an average rate of accepted packets. In Section 3 we exam-
ine the impact of RED tuning on the reliability by taking into account stick-slip
nature of traffic intensity. The reason of RED gateway management modifica-
tion by a point-of-change detection technique is discussed. Section 4 is a brief
conclusion.

2 RED Gateway Reliability Modelling

Let us consider a RED scheme in detail. RED utilizes two thresholds, min
threshold h and max threshold H , and a exponentially-weighted moving av-
erage (EWMA) formula to estimate the average queue length, Qavg(t) = (1 −
Wq)Qavg(t − 1) + WqQ, where Qavg(t) is average queue length at time t, Q is
instantaneous queue length at time t and Wq is a weight parameter, 0 ≤ Wq ≤ 1.
A gateway implementing RED accepts all packets until the queue reaches h, after
which it drops a packet with a probability as follows π(Qavg) = maxp(Qavg −
h)/(H−h), where maxp is the maximal packet drop probability. When the queue
length reaches H , all packets are dropped with a probability of one.

Let us note that a low traffic load has a little relevance to the reliability
problem. The focus will be on the case of high traffic intensity. Therefore, it is
reasonable to take Wq = 1. Actually, if the offered load is excessive, then the
probability of buffer overflow is high. Hence, we have to use an aggressive strategy
of packet rejection. Assume that packet arrivals form a Poisson process with rate
λ. The processing times of the packets in gateway are independent exponentially
distributed random variables with mean 1/μ. These are generally accepted in the
literature. Packets are processed in their order of arrivals. Probability of Q equals
n, n = 0 . . .H − h we denote by pn.

The state diagram is given by Figure 1 where the number Q is the state
index. As the state diagram shows, when Q exceeds the min threshold h, a part
of incoming traffic should be dropped. Thus, the buffer enters state h + i with
probability αi−1, i = 2...H − h. Let us remark αi = 1 − π(h + i). Writing down
and solving the steady-state balance equations, we get

pi = ρip0, i = 1 . . . h + 1,

ph+1+i = ρh+1+iα1α2 . . . αip0, i = 1 . . .H − h + 1,

where ρ = λ/μ and p0 = ((ρh+2 − 1)/(ρ − 1) +
∑H−h−1

i=1 ρh+1+iα1 . . . αi)−1.
Let us now define a reliability of RED gateway. The rate of packets dropping

before threshold H depends on Q. Then Average Drop Rate is calculated by

ADR =
H∑

i=h+1

π(i) ∗ pi.

Here π(H) = 1, that means total-lot blocking of packets.
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Fig. 1. Markov chain for RED gateway buffer

Actually, we have estimated an unreliability of the gateway. The packets are
normally (but not always) assumed to be rejected with rate ADR. It is reasonable
to define that a reliability R of gateway equals 1−ADR. It is a metric of successful
packet acceptance or quality of RED schema. As we can see the considered
reliability drastically depends on traffic intensity. Thus, the choice of appropriate
RED parameters depends on the arrival rate.

3 Improving the Reliability of RED Gateway

It is often convenient to assume that the external packet traffic entering a RED
gateway can be modelled by stationary stochastic process that has a constant
packets arrival rate. This approximates a situation where the arrival rate changes
slowly with time and constitutes what we refer to as the quasistatic assumption.
When there are jumps of offered load intensity, this assumption is violated. In
this case a behavior of packet arrivals remains quasistatic property on separate
time durations. Using results of previous section, the optimal RED parameters
can be calculated for concrete packets arrival rate. But produced RED tuning
can be the worst for other packets arrival rate. In other words, if probability
of gateway buffer overflow is very small, then it is not reasonable to worsen
reliability (packets acceptance) by RED using. Drop Tails approach is more
preferable. On the other hand, if incoming flow has got a hard rate (for example,
because of DDoS attack) then protection policy should be aggressive.

Please refer to Figure 2. Calculations of reliability are made under h=2,
H=128. The figure shows that the RED gateway reliability degrades along with
traffic load increase. It was expected. But we can see the pattern of reliability
behavior is also changed. If ρ = 1.2 then preferable maxp = 0.6. But optimal
maxp value is differ under other ρ. If a change of traffic intensity is detected
then use of optimal parameters maxp gives a reliability improvement from 0.5
percent (case of ρ = 1.1) to 3.8 percent (case of ρ = 1).

Thus, reliability of the RED gateway can be improved if RED parameters are
recalculated for differ packets arrival rates. For this purpose, a mechanism of
incoming flow intensity detection can be applied. The estimation of a moment
of random process parameter changing is known as point-of-change problem
(discard problem). Appropriated algorithm for discard detection under Poisson
process had been proposed in [4].
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Fig. 2. Reliability behavior for RED parameter maxp

4 Conclusion

On of the key network technologies is RED gateway management. For these rea-
sons, it is important to consider the nature of RED parameters, and the manner
in which it depends on the reliability of the RED gateway. In this paper the model
of RED buffer behavior is offered. Its use requires simplifying assumptions but
the proposed model provides a basic for adequate reliability estimations. We
have shown that the stick-slip nature of traffic intensity has an essential impact
on the reliability of RED gateway. Thus, dynamical tuning of RED parameters
has an advantage. By this reason we offer to include point-of-change detection
technique in RED gateway management.
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